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A. Preamble
SEBI vide its circular reference no. SEBI/IMD/Cir No.18/198647/2010 dated March 15, 2010 has
stated that mutual fund should play an active role in ensuring better corporate governance of
listed companies. The said circular stated that the AMCs should disclose their general policies
and procedures for exercising the voting rights in respect of shares held by them.
Subsequently, SEBI vide its circular ref. no. CIR/IMD/DF/05/2014 dated March 24, 2014,
SEBI/HO/IMD/DF2/CIR/P/2016/68 dated August 10, 2016 and SEBI vide its circular ref. no.
CIR/CFD/CMD1/ 168 /2019 dated December 24, 2019 have amended certain provisions of above
mentioned circular specifying additional compliance / disclosure requirements with respect to
exercise of voting rights by mutual funds.
This policy is drafted in pursuance of SEBI circular dated March 15, 2010 read with March 24,
2014, August 10, 2016 and December 24, 2019 and provides general philosophy, broad guidelines,
procedures and principles for exercising voting rights.
Invesco Asset Management (India) Private Limited (“IAMI”) is an Investment Manager to the
scheme(s) of Invesco Mutual Fund (“the Fund”). As an investment manager, IAMI has fiduciary
responsibility to act in the best interest of unit-holders of the Fund. This responsibility includes
exercising voting rights attached to the securities of the companies in which the schemes of the
Fund invest. It will be IAMI’s endeavor to participate in the voting process (i.e. exercise voting
rights) based on the philosophy enunciated in this policy.
B. Philosophy of Voting Policy
Good corporate governance ensures that a corporation is managed keeping in mind the long-term
interest of shareholders. Promoting good corporate governance standards forms an integral part of
corporate ownership responsibilities.
With this in the forefront, IAMI expects all corporations, in which it invests in, to comply with
high corporate governance standards. Accordingly, as the decision to invest is generally an
endorsement of sound management practices, IAMI may generally vote with the management of
these corporations. However, when IAMI is of the view that the unit holders will be prejudiced by
any such proposal, then it may vote against such proposal to protect the interest of unit holders.
Also in case of resolutions moved by the shareholders of the company, IAMI will exercise its
voting rights in the best interest of its unit holders. In certain circumstances, IAMI may also
decide to refrain from voting where it has insufficient information or there is conflict of interest
or it does not have a clear stance on the proposal under consideration.
IAMI, as an investment manager, will generally vote in accordance with the Voting Policy.
However, it may deviate from the policy if there are particular facts and/or circumstances that
warrant for such deviation to protect the interests of unit-holders of the Fund.

C. Conflict of Interest in Exercising Voting Rights
IAMI, under schemes, may invest in the securities of associate/group companies (to the extent permitted
under SEBI (Mutual Funds) Regulations, 1996 as amended from time to time). Further, IAMI is an Indian
subsidiary of global organization consisting of many affiliates. Moreover, schemes under IAMI may
invest in securities of companies which have invested in schemes of Invesco Mutual Fund. Such
scenarios may lead to a situation creating conflict of interest. Potential Conflict of interest may also arise
if IAMI and the investee company are associates or are part of the same group; or the investee company
holds a material ownership interest in IAMI; a nominee of IAMI has been appointed as a director of the
investee company or having cross-directorships, the Investee Company is an entity participating in the
distribution of investment products advised or administered by the Investment Manager and/or any of its
affiliate; the Investee Company is a client of Investment Manager and/or its affiliates.
IAMI will attempt to avoid conflict of interest and will exercise its voting rights in the best interest of
the unit-holders. Voting decisions in such cases will be based on merits without any bias and the
same parameters will be applied for taking voting decisions as are applied for other companies.
In cases where there is a potential conflict of interest, IAMI will vote exactly as per recommendations of
the proxy voting advisory entity with no modifications whatsoever. In case there is need for a clearer
direction, the matter may be referred to the Investment committee for its guidance. Rationale for decision
taken/ voting on the issue shall be recorded.
D. Voting Policy Guidelines
The matters regarding, but not limited to, which the IAMI may exercise the voting rights in the Annual
General Meeting (AGMs) /Extra Ordinary General Meeting (EGMs)/ Through Postal Ballots/Electronic
voting of the investee companies are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corporate governance matters, including changes in the state of incorporation, merger and other
corporate restructuring and anti- takeover provisions.
Changes to capital structure, including increase and decrease of capital and preferred stock
issuances.
Stock option plans and other management compensation issues.
Social and corporate responsibility issues.
Appointment and Removal of Directors.
Any other issue that may affect the interest of the shareholders in general and interest of the unitholders in particular.

IAMI will exercise voting rights keeping in mind the need to improve economic value of the companies
and importance of protecting the interests of unit holders of its schemes but subject to importance of the
matter and cost/time implications. The analysts in equity team will make recommendations on key voting
issues and same will be approved by the Head of Equity or Fund Manager. In case of conflicts or need for
a clearer direction, the matter may be referred to the Voting Committee for its guidance.
E. Voting Committee
As a guiding principle, IAMI shall exercise voting rights solely in the interest of unit holders of the Fund.
IAMI has constituted a Voting Committee (VC) .The Committee is empowered to provide guidance on the
voting matters referred to it, establish voting guidelines and procedures as it may consider necessary and
is responsible to ensure that these guidelines and procedures are adhered to and also make changes in the
Policy as may be required from time to time. The members of this Committee are as follows:
• CEO / COO/Head - Operations (any one)

•
•
•
•

Head of Compliance or Member of compliance team
Head of Equity or Fund Manager (equity)
Head of Fixed Income and/ or Fund Managers (fixed income)
Any other representative as the Committee may co-opt from time to time

Broad Guidelines for functioning of Voting Committee are:
1. Voting Committee may record its decisions by circulation including decisions/guidance on voting
matters that have been referred to it.
2. Voting Committee may consult with outside experts and other investors on issues as it may deem
fit
3. Decisions of Voting Committee should be maintained by compliance
4. Details of voting decisions taken by the Fund Management team will be presented to the
Voting Committee/Investment Committee.
5. Voting Committee may review this policy from time to time.
F. Steps (Procedure) in Exercising Voting Rights
The following points outline the key steps in exercising Voting rights:
1)
2)

3)
4)
5)

6)

7)
8)
9)

Notification of company AGMs / EGMs and relevant voting items to Fund Management
Team.
The IAMI shall endeavor to vote for all holdings of the Fund, aggregated for all its schemes, but
subject to the importance of the matter and the cost/time implications. The voting will cover all
equity holding across all schemes of Invesco Mutual Fund (except for companies which are held only
in arbitrage fund ).
Custodian will send ballots and or other relevant papers (notice of meeting, proxy form,
attendance slips etc.) to IAMI relating to AGM/EGM as soon as it receives.
The fund management team is authorized to decide on voting decisions but may refer decisions
to the Voting Committee for its guidance/direction.
Based on internal discussion within the fund management team, a decision would be arrived at as to
whether IAMI should vote on the proposed resolution. Routine matters and ordinary resolutions like
adoption of financials (unless there are significant auditor qualifications), dividend declaration,
general updating/corrective amendments to the Articles of Association would also be considered for
voting purpose. However, IAMI may on a case to case basis, not vote on such resolutions, if it
deems fit to do so.
Proposed resolutions would be discussed within the fund management team and decision would
be taken on whether to vote (“for”/ “against”) or “abstain” from voting. IAMI may abstain from
voting on proposals that do not have a readily determinable financial impact on shareholder value
and/or matters for which disclosure is inadequate. For the remaining proposals, IAMI would vote
either “for” or “against” based on overall merits and demerits of the proposed resolution. IAMI will
generally support and vote “for” proposals which are likely to result in maximizing long-term
investment returns for unit holders. IAMI would not support and will vote “against” proposals that
appear to be detrimental to the company financials / interest of the minority shareholders or which
would adversely impact shareholders’ value.
IAMI may exercise its voting rights by authorizing its own executives/authorized representative to
attend the AGM/EGM or may instruct the Custodian to exercise voting rights in accordance with
the instructions of IAMI.
IAMI may exercise its voting rights through Postal Ballot or may use Electronic voting
mechanism, wherever available, either through its own executives or by authorizing the Custodian.
The records of voting exercised through Postal Ballot will be maintained by IAMI.
IAMI may utilize the services of third party professional agencies for getting in-depth analyses
of proposals and vote recommendations. However, the recommendations of the third party
agencies will be non-binding in nature. IAMI will perform due diligence on proxy voting advisory

firms at the time of initial selection as well as at the time of renewal of services of the proxy voting.
The due diligence will be carried out on parameters viz. resource strength, Companies under
coverage, extent of institutional ownership, depth of analysis, quality of advice / recommendations,
analyst access & support, timely availability of reports, composition of board of directors, advisory
board and top management, web-based interface platform and clientele.
10) The rationale supporting each voting decision (For, Against and Abstain) will be recorded and
such records will be retained for number of years (currently 8 years) as may be required under the
SEBI (Mutual Funds) Regulations, 1996 from time to time.
G. Details of Service Provider
IIAS (Institutional Investor advisory Services) has been appointed as our proxy voting advisor. The scope of
the agreement with IIAS includes: IIAS shall provide non-binding Voting Recommendations for each Voting
Event for Investee companies, access to their research portal and analysts for any discussion, access to their
online voting management systems etc. The details of the service provider (currently IIAS) are provided in
the “Rationale for continuation of Proxy Voting advisory report” which is prepared once in 2 years. IIAS has
standardized voting policies and has a committee-based voting decision making system. Their analysis to
arrive at the recommendations are detailed in nature and recommendations are fairly objective. However, the
recommendations of IIAS are non-binding in nature, and IAMI, reserves the right to vote differently based
on their own judgement on the matter involved.
H. Disclosures
The disclosures of voting rights exercised are as follows:
•

Details of votes cast by the schemes of the Fund will be uploaded on the website of IAMI
(www.invescomutualfund.com) on a quarterly basis in the prescribed format within the
stipulated timelines as prescribed by SEBI from time to time.

•

Details of votes cast by the schemes of the Fund will be uploaded on the website of IAMI
(www.invescomutualfund.com) on an annual basis in the prescribed format and the same will also
be disclosed in Annual Report of the schemes of the Fund.

•

Summary on actual exercise of votes cast and its break-up in terms of total number of votes
cast in favor, against or abstained will also be uploaded on the website of IAMI
(www.invescomutualfund.com) on an annual basis.

I. Certification/Confirmation
•

On an annual basis, IAMI will obtain a certification from scrutinizer (in terms of Rule 20 (3) (ix)
of Companies (Management and Administration) Rules, 2014) on voting reports and the same
will be placed before the Boards of AMC and Trustee. The scrutinizer’s certificate will form part
of Annual Report and will also be uploaded on the website of IAMI
(www.invescomutualfund.com).

•

A confirmation shall also be submitted by Trustees in its half yearly report to SEBI that
IAMI have voted on important decisions affecting interests of unitholders.

J. Review
The Board of Directors of IAMI and Trustees shall review and ensure that IAMI have voted on important
decisions affecting interests of unitholders and the rationale recorded for vote decision is prudent and
adequate.
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